Abstract-The preliminary electromagnetic shielding behavior of metal foams, a novel class of materials, is developed and discussed. The use of metal foams in electromagnetic applications is a new field of scientific investigation. More specifically, the realization of electromagnetic shields has been considered and experimental Shielding Effectiveness (SE) measurements have been performed, demonstrating very good performance. In order to allow the design of metal foam EM shields, a double 3D wire-mesh screens, obtained as a development of previously 2D laminated shield, has been present, compared the relative results with experimental measure. The good agreement between the preliminary results, encourages the development of an efficiency analytical model of the complex electromagnetic behavior of metal foams.
INTRODUCTION
The development of the metal foams in the last decade, had produced many practical applications, thanks to the characteristic properties like low apparent (or actual) density guarantees, lightweight and high stiffness/specific-load ratios. Moreover, their porous structure and intrinsic non-homogeneity give good acoustic and thermal isolation properties and also strong impactabsorption and vibration damping capabilities [1] .
However, new employment prospects could be determined by intensive electromagnetic analysis of metal foams. Fig. 1 , shows an example of an open cell aluminium foam, produced by ERG Aerospace and called Duocel foam. We can note that its low apparent density, (8%) and its capability to allow both light and air crossing, can be useful in several applications. The analysis of the shielding properties of different kinds of Duocel aluminium foams slabs obtained by varying porosity and apparent density, has been investigated, performed through experimental measurements, and their shielding properties has been shown and discussed [2] .
Metal foams are complex an random structures which requiring sophisticated analytical models. Moreover, because of its versatility and its capability to deal with heterogeneous media, the Variable-Mesh Finite Difference Time Domain (VM-FDTD) method, is naturally the most appropriate approach [2] , though unfortunately, it is computationally onerous. The 2D laminated wire-mesh screen model, developed by Casey [3] and compared with commercial aluminium shield perforated periodically with apertures [4] , was a first step to solve the EM problem of the rigorous evaluation of the metal foam's shielding effectiveness [5] . Encouraged by the results, we have improved the previously 2D model, developing a preliminary analytical 3D models.
Therefore the electromagnetic shielding behavior of a slab of metal foam, has been investigated considering a model with a double wire-screens mesh, separated by an air space. The single screen, whose meshes are assumed to be square, is described by an equivalent sheet impedance operator as mentioned in [3] . The agreement of both experimental and theoretical data is a challenging to optimize this model in 3D.
We begin in the following section with a short review of metal foams manufacturing methodologies and on their properties. Then in Section 3 is described the analytical 3D models developed to know the electromagnetic shielding behaviour of metal foams. In Section 4 results are given for experimental measurement of metal foam slab and theoretical double wire-mesh screens model. Finally conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
METAL FOAMS
One of the most adopted processes for the foams realization is the so called "gas-injection", easiest to implement with aluminium alloy [1] , in which a variety of gases can be used to create bubbles within liquid aluminium. Low relative density, closed-cell foams can be produced by carefully controlling the gas-injection process and the cooling rate of the foam. Another interesting set of manufacturing methodologies, is based on metal deposition on cellular preforms and on the liquid state processing, where a bed of leach able particles (such as salt) infiltrated with a liquid metal (such as aluminium or more one of its alloys) and dissolved in a suitable solvent (such as water) leaving a uniform strictures of open-cell foam.
The kind of foam which could be more interesting for EM application is the one produced by ERG Aerospace [6] and named Duocel . These materials consist of small ligaments that are continuously connected in an open-celled foam structure (see Fig. 1 ). The manufacturing technology is based on the realization of a preliminary open-cell polymer foam mould template with the desired cell size and relative density. This can be coated with a mould casting (ceramic powder) slurry which is then dried and embedded in casting sand. The mould is then baked both to harden the casting material and to decompose (and evaporate) the polymer template, leaving behind a negative image of foam. This mould is subsequently filled with a metal alloy and allowed to cool. The use of a moderate pressure during melt infiltration can overcome the resistance to flow of some liquid alloy. After directional solidification and cooling the mould materials leaving behind the metal equivalent of original polymer foam [1] .
The most important parameters of such a kind of metal foam are the base material, the relative density and the pore size. Relative (or apparent) density represents the volume of foam material relative to the volume of material in a solid block of the base material, and it influences foam stiffness, strength, and both electrical and thermal conductivity. It is important to observe, in fact, that by increasing relative density the ligaments become larger in diameter and stronger, increasing the strength of the foam structure. Pore size represents instead the pore dimension and is strongly connected to the number of pores for linear inch (PPI). The cells of Duocel foams are generally 12 to 14 sided polyhedral whose pentagonal or hexagonal faces are formed by five or six ligaments. The open window in each of these faces defines the pore diameter which usually varies from 5 to 100 PPI. Pore size is the major determinant of foam characteristics such as optical capacity, specific surface area and fluid flow resistance. By realizing appropriate foams which specific values of PPI (and consequently of pore size) and relative density, it is possible to obtain a combination of properties which can be attractive from an EM point of view.
DOUBLE WIRE-MESCH SCREE MODEL
The first approaches to evaluation the metal foams shielding effectiveness, can be performed through the use of numerical techniques like FDTD algorithms. However, in order to accurately describe the complex foams structure, space step of the order of fractions of millimeters must be used, thus requiring huge computational efforts. For this reason we have begun the study of an analytical model to describe in simple way the electromagnetic behavior of metal foam. The results obtained in the 2D wire-mesh screen with bounded junction mentioned in [5] , was the first step to developed a 3D model of metal foams, characterized with the same dimensions of the ligaments and pore of a thin metal foams slabs. This laminated shield can be described electromagnetically by an equivalent sheet impedance operator Zs, when the mesh dimensions are small compared to wavelength [3] . The operator Zs, relates the tangential electric field E s to the surface current density on the screen Js as:
The screen geometry, is shown in Fig. 2 . The equivalent sheet impedance for a screen with square meshes of dimension as * as and r w as dimension of mesh wires radius, is:
where Zw is the internal impedance per unit length of mesh wires, K 0 is the free-space wave number and ∇ s denotes the surface del operator. I is the idem factor or identity dyadic and n is a unit vector normal to the surface occupied by the mesh. If we use the plane wave with a normal incidence, in order to evaluate the effectiveness of a planar mesh screen, we need only evaluate the transmission coefficient that in the case where the mesh wires are perfectly conducting, we have [3] :
Figure 2: Geometry of individual square wire-mesh. The wire junctions are assumed to be bonded.
The agreement of the theoretical and experimental results of SE, using a square wire-mesh with the same geometry of holes and wire ligaments for a laminated perforated with periodically apertures was good [4] . Nevertheless the 2D model greatly undervalues the SE of metal foam. Conseguently we have proposed a simple 3D model of metal foams slab that consider a double wire-mesh shielding consisting of two shielding sheets separated by an air space. In fact the shielding effectiveness of a "good conductor," is given by [7] :
Considering a double shields of thickness t/2 each one, separated by an air space, if we disregard multiple reflections in this air space, the total SE is given by:
Thus the "interface mismatched" contribute for double slab is the square of single slab. Translating this result to metal foam slab, we have the SE for 3D model proposed:
Therefore effective RF shields, for electric fields can be constructed from thin shields, because for far-field (uniform plane-wave) and near field sources, reflection loss, is the predominant shielding mechanism at the lower frequencies, while absorption loss is the predominant shielding mechanism at the higher frequencies [7] .
Moreover from the shielding effectiveness analysis versus frequency of the double wire-mesh, shown in Fig. 3 , we can note that the shielding effectiveness of double screen is more than the shielding effectiveness of single screens with double thickness. In fact for high frequency, if we compare the double shielding effectiveness with a single shielding effectiveness of the same total metal thickness we have an increase of shielding effectiveness as [8] : For example for a double shield of copper with 2.54 cm in spacing is 49 dB superior at 1 MHz to a single shield of the same total metal thickness [8] .
RESULTS
In the following section we are going to show the results of the measurements, and the preliminary theoretical data of the SE of double wire mesh screens for different kinds of open cells of Duocel aluminium foam slabs. The electric field SE of Fig. 4 shows the trend of four open cell slabs of 1.4 cm thickness, obtained varying some structural properties according to data summarized in Table 1 . More specifically, type I-IV data have been experimentally obtained and measurements performed in the range 10 KHz-20 GHz. As commonly accepted, three different frequency ranges have been individuated (namely "low-frequency", "resonance" and "high frequency") and in each one appropriate sources have been used. The aluminium foam slabs have been carefully adapted to an aperture of a shielding room and measurements performed according to how described in the IEEE Std 299-1997 and using the following classical formula:
where E 1 and E 2 are the received E fields respectively, without and with the shield. It is apparent from Fig. 5 the good shielding capability of all the studied slabs in the whole frequency range and especially for frequencies up to 2 GHz. As expected, a SE reduction has been found for higher frequencies, because of the effects of the open cell nature of the considered aluminium foams. More in detail, by comparing the SE values of aluminium foam slabs of Type II with those of Type IV, it is apparent that for metal foams with the same apparent density, shielding capabilities decrease if PPI increases. Moreover, when comparing slabs with the same PPI but different relative density (Type III and Type IV), lower shielding performances are measured for higher density slabs. This is in agreement with when has been shown for mechanical property; i.e., increasing porosity most properties, including strength, stiffness and conductivity, decreasing exponentially. Figure 5: Shielding effectiveness (E field) for aluminum foam slabs described in Table 1 , compared with theoretical values of 3D model.
The good result of experimental an theoretically results of 3D model (with the same total thickness of metal foams slab), shown in Fig. 5 , encourages the optimized of this 3D bondedjunction wire-mesh screen model, paving the way for the interesting shielding capabilities of the investigated class of materials for ours design purposes. In fact especially for the manufacturing costs, being not negligible, the possibility to preliminarily estimate the SE of metal foams with a certain combination of porosity and relative density, would become relevant.
CONCLUSIONS
In the previous sections we have considered an electromagnetic characterization of metal foams for their use in RF EM shields. The experimental results about the Shielding Effectiveness (SE) of some specific typologies of open cell aluminium foam slabs, were discussed showing quite good shielding properties for a wide frequency range. An analytical 3D double wire-mesh screens model, obtained as development of the model proposed by Casey [3] , was developed to simulate the shielding properties of different kinds of metal foams.
The strong agreement between theoretical data and experimental results, encourages the optimized of this 3D model, to characterize the electromagnetic shielding behaviour of metal foams.
